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ABSTRACT

After recalling the two types of core instrumentation used in
EDF's PWR : reference instrumentation based on Mobile Fission
Chambers and operating instrumentation essentially based on
ex-core neutron detectors and thermocouples, one mentions the
main differences between the 900 MWe and 1300 MWe reactors.
Furthermore, due to the nuclear share of electricity
generation in FRANCE -more than 75% to day- and the connected
grid requirements, these reactors using G mode control are
designed to provide the maximum operating flexibility.
In these operating conditions, an accurate assessment of the
fuel behaviour, and more generally, an accurate assessment of
core margins - DNBR ; LOCA ; PCI ... is not so evident to do.
Regarding fixed in-core R and D and GARANCE project, EDF has
carried out an important experimental program on the 900 MWe
CRUAS 2 nuclear reactor. The acquisition system implemented
for this purpose (more than 150 reactor's data) and the
sampling frequency (generally 1 per minute) used all over the
four first fuel cycles of this reactor have allow us to build
an original data base which can be used for a lot of studies,
and particularly to assess fuel behaviour under grid demand
following.
However up to now, EDF has not decided to increase the
reactor's instrumentation thinking that basis knowledge
related to fuel rods has to be improved before. In fact it
was recognized that the first step on the way of fuel
performance improvement would be to try and reduce the
uncertainties connected to the basis phenomena - Creep,
stress corrosion, cycling effect ... - at -a— level suitable
with the uncertainties level associated to lo"cal power
assessment.
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1 - INTRODUCTION

The maximum performances of a fuel are often difficult to
accurately determine. They are estimated during its design and
fully or partly verified during the different experimental
tests, overall or "' targeted, generally carried out on
experimental reactors. At this stage, the instrumentation
involved may be as bulky and sophisticated as necessary.

At the last stage, when the fuel is loaded into a power
reactor, the evaluation of its behaviour becomes more pragmatic,
particularly in view of the restricted volume of instrumentation
available and the complexity of the grid follow loadings to
which it is subjected.

2 - EDF PWR CORE INSTRUMENTATION

The EDF PWR's of initial WESTINGHOUSE design built in
FRANCE under license by FRAMATOME, whether they belong to the
900MWEe or to the 1300MWEe series, have a similar core
instrumentation - see Figure 1. Only the processing of these
measurements changes when going from the 900MWEe series, which
uses delta T channels and a permissible range for the operating
point established in the Core power - Axial Offset scheme, to
the 1300 MWEe series, which uses a Digital Integrated Protection
System - SPIN. Compared with the delta T channels of the 900
MWEe PWR, this system is closer to the limiting physical
phenomena and calculates the margins on line, relative to the
corresponding limits - see Fig 2.

2.1. REFERENCE INSTRUMENTATION

As shown symbolically in Figure 1, this instrumentation is
bottom-mounted and consists of Mobile Fission Chambers -which
move up and down inside flux thimbles, isolated in this way from
the reactor coolant.
The main differences between PWR 900 and PWR 1300 are as
follows:

- PWR 900
5 MFC's are used to scan 50 assemblies (via the flux
thimbles located at the center of the fuel assemblies)
among the 157 assemblies resident in the core at the
time of flux mapping (one flux map is obtained in about
2H30) .

- PWR 1300

6 MFC's are used to scan 58 assemblies among the 193
resident in the core during each flux mapping (one flux
map is obtained in about 50 min) .



As its name indicates, it serves as a reference; in other words
it serves to calibrate the operating instrumentation.

2.2. OPERATING INSTRUMENTATION

In 900 MWe PWR's, it comprises:

- 2 ex-core source range neutron detectors
2 ex-core intermediate range neutron detectors.
These are co-resident with the source range detectors
on the basis of one source range detector and one
intermediate range detector in the same container
located at the vessel periphery, along the core mid-
planes .
4 ex-core power range neutron detectors of the 2-
section type arranged at the vessel periphery along
the core diagonals.
51 assembly outlet in-core thermocouples; two of them
are used to measure the temperature of the reactor
vessel dome. These measurements are combined with the
measurements of:
- vessel, inlet-outlet temperatures
- reactor coolant pump rotational speed
- reactor coolant pressure.

The PWR 1300 instrumentation differs in the following ways:

the number of source-intermediate containers rises
from 2 to 4,

- the 4 ex-core power range neutron detectors no longer
have 2 sections but 6 sections, making i t possible to
axially plot the core average power (inste'ad of the
Axial Power Difference of 900 MWe PWR's),
the number of in-core thermocouples is 50 (48 at the
assembly outlet and 2 underneath the reactor vessel
dome).

The main functions of the reference and operating
instrumentations are listed in Table I.

The operating instrumentation is used for reactor
surveillance, control and protection. The key goal is to
forestall and avoid, for class 2 and 3 accidents, three
dangerous physical phenomena:

- fuel pellet conterline melting,
DNB,
fa i lure of the fuel rod claddings by Pellet/Cladding
Interaction (PCI).
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When the kinetics are very fast, "special-purpose"
protection is generally provided by the ex-core neutron
detectors (protection by dPHI/dt, or by high flux for example),
whereas when the kinetics are slower, "generic" protection is
provided:

by the DT channels in 900 MWe PWR's,
by the SPIN in 1300 MWe PWR's.

Note that, to date, none of the EDF reactors features fixed in-
core instrumentation, even though this type of instrumentation
has been intensively tested, particularly in the CRUAS 2
reactor, as pointed out below.

3 - SPECIFIC FEATURES OF EDF PWR'S

Almost all the EDF PWR's (excepting the 6 mode A-controlled
reactors) differ from those of other countries in that they can
tailor their output to demand; in other words practise intensive
grid follow.
This special status is symbolically illustrated in Figure 3 and
it is a fact that the latter singularly complicates the exact
evaluation of fuel performance. This is why particulars of grid
follow policy in FRANCE are given hereunder.

This EDF PWR status arises from:
the structure of the EDF generating capacity and the
share produced by nuclear energy - over 75% to date,
the drive to design - as early as the end of the
1970's - high-maneuverability reactors, able to
operate on a load follow and frequency control basis
for a large part of the fuel cycle. This drive was
reflected in the implementation of the Gray reactor
control mode (mode G) , as opposed to the original
mode A.

This is not the place to go into detail about the
differences between the two control modes, but it should be
remembered that mode G - see Table II - enables larger-power
variation rates than in mode A, in amplitudes which are also
increased, and that in these conditions it can generate
relatively severe fuel stresses. Moreover, this is the majority
reactor control mode, since it is deployed in 28 out of 34 900
MWe PWR's and in all the EDF 1300 MWe PWR's.



This intensive grid follow operation of EDF PWR's is
presented as an indication for 900 MWe PWR's for the year 1986:

- in a monthly classification - see figure 4
- reactor by reactor - see figure 5

Note that the CRUAS 2 reactor was that year the 4th most
"grid-followed" reactor.

Focussing more particularly on CRUAS 2, two very different
operating configurations are shown, also as an indication:

- after startup in Cycle 1 - see top part of figure 6 -
practically without grid follow,
three months later - see bottom part of figure 6 - with
intensive grid follow.

Grid follow includes frequency control. In other words, as
presented in figure 7, the usual reactor power level can be
expressed as the sum of 3 terms:

P(t) = Po(t) + N.Pr + KAF

- Po(t) : represents the load follow share. This can be
large-amplitude but is not random. It is known in
advance, generally the day before for the day
after.

- N.Pr : represents the load regulation share and this is
random.
This means that the load regulation level - N -
can vary from + 1 to - 1 randomly and in a few
minutes, causing a resulting reactor power
variation of + Pr to - Pr.
(Pr is the NPP load regulation share. This is 5%
FP) .

- KAF : represents the frequency control share. This
component is also random, very fast compared with
the previous two, and can cause variations of ± 1
to ± 3 % FP in a few tens of seconds.

4 - FUEL BEHAVIOUR EVALUATION

The evaluation of fuel performance levels and its in-
reactor behaviour under the severe conditions of intensive grid
follow has been a constant EDF concern, consistent with—the
change in the reactor control mode - from mode A to- mode G at
the beginning of the 1980's - and with the change in the types
of fuel management - from third-core reload management to
quarter-core reload management with a rise in discharge burnup,
introduction of plutonium-bearing fuel...



4.1. QUALIFICATION IN TEST REACTORS

EDF has carried out an overall experimental evaluation of
fuel grid follow behaviour in the CAP reactor - 100 MWth
Advanced Prototype Reactor at CADARACHE. The tested fuel was
made to undergo the loadings it sustains when resident in a
power reactor operating on grid follow.

In addition to its participation in international programs
- TRIBULATION, ELF for example - EDF also ran two power cycling
and ramping programs in the CAP reactor and in the CEA-owned
OSIRIS test reactor at SACLAY.
The examinations later performed on these fuels did not reveal
any significant grid follow impact on fuel behaviour.

4.2 QUALIFICATION IN POWER REACTORS

As long as post-irradiation examinations - highly expensive
- are not called upon for fine quantification of the different
physical phenomena - fission gas release, growth, cladding
strain, ... this qualification is very coarse and the
determination of margins from the physical limits is based on
the following binary reasoning:

yes, the fuel performed well, no rod is leaking,
no, such and such a fuel did not perform well since one
or more rods are leaking.

In fact, in the latter hypothesis, the qualitative and
quantitative sipping test, together with visual examination,
generally allow the different possible causes of inadequate
performance to be singled out.

To date, reactor coolant activity surveillance and follow-
up and the operational follow-up of the reactor - has it been
extensively or little operated in grid follow ? -, together with
the tests run during refuelling operations - sipping test,
visual examination . . ., have not revealed any link between
intensive grid follow and abnormal fuel behaviour.

Under these conditions, what is the actual margin between
the usual reactor operating point and the physical upper bound ?

Can some uncertainty items be reduced, thus releasing
additional marg.ins__?

Can fuel managements more severe with regard to the fuel be
accommodated ?

These are the questions to which many teams are trying to
find an answer.



5 - CRUAS 2 TEST CAMPAIGN

This question of margins from limits and the question of
the uncertainties assigned to the calculation or evaluation of
these limits, and that of the possible contribution of
instrumentation more sophisticated than it is now in PWR's - see
section 2 - led EDF to pursue a large-scale R and D program.
This particularly focussed on Gamma Thermometer (THG)-based
fixed in-core instrumentation, whose ultimate phase was the
CRUAS 2 test campaign.

This comprised 8 fixed instrumentation rods, each equipped
with 8 THG detectors and one absolute thermocouple. Further, one
multi-stage ex-core chamber, of the same type as those used in
the 1300 MWE PWR's, had been set up in order to compare the
performances of the 900 MWe PWR surveillance - protection system
- 2-stage ex-core chambers and DT channels - with those of the
1300 MWe PWR surveillance - protection system - multi-stage
chambers and SPIN.

In 1986, EDF initiated another important program - the
GARANCE project (1) - whose instrumentation items naturally
centered on the CRUAS 2 reactor, in order to benefit from the
measurement and data acquisition system set up at the time of
the THG test campaign.

5.1 MEASUREMENT AND DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

The set of measurements acquired is given in Table III,
while the simplified software architecture is shown in Table IV.
Note that this system enables the acquisition of nearly 180
measurements which fully characterize reactor behaviour. The
fastest acquisition rate was 0.2 s and was used for all the fast
transients - house load operation, reactor trip, RCCA drop...

The different acquisition rates - 0.2 s, I s , 10 s, 60 s,
600 s - initially self-adapting - were finally made fixed while
remaining at choice. This change greatly eased data reduction of
the generated files.

In fact, in addition to the very fast transients mentioned
hereabove, recorded at a rate of 0.2 seconds, the great majority
of the grid follow transients were recorded at a rate of once
per minute. This rate proved to be a sound compromise between
the fineness desired for reactor follow-up and the storage
volume needed for inflow to the computing center, since it can
be considered that the first four cycles were recorded at this
rate.

(1) ADVANCED PWR 900 MWEe MANAGEMENT WITH ADAPTATION TO NEW
OPERATING CONDITIONS



With regard to experience feedback, the following can be
mentioned:

- very satisfactory operation of the containment signal
multiplexing,

- the need for close follow-up of the consistency of the
recorded signals. A software program for detecting
inconsistency in the on-line measurements, backed up by
a daily checkout of correct overall operation by a plant
person, certainly contributed decisively to the success
of the enterprise.

Transmission of all the acquired signals from the CRUAS
plant to the computing center of the EDF Study and Research
Branch in the Paris region, was through a "Computer link-up"
consisting of 2 HP 1000 computers via the RETINA computer
network. These data were sent at selected moments compatible
with low computing center traffic and acceptable cost.

Moreover, the 132 Mbyte disks of each computer, together
with the fallback option, at the CRUAS site, of storing the data
on cassette made i t possible to cope with the inevitable
contingencies and to lose practically no data during the 4
cycles.

The data base thus constituted enables very fine
reconstitution of the reactor operation, i t s control, the
loadings on some equipment items (RCCA's, fluctuations of some
parameters), together with the local power histories of the
fuel, in order to evaluate its behaviour.

5 . 2 EXAMPLES OF DATABASE OPERATION:

Comparison of signals from the reference
instrumentation - MFC's - with the signals from the
fixed in-core instrumentation - THG

Using this database, EDF very accurately evaluated the
performances of the THG-based fixed in-core instrumentation in
comparison with the signals transmitted by the reference
instrumentation - MFC's - each time a flux map was performed
during the first 2 reactor cycles.

Figure 8 shows the core layout of the MFC and THG
instrumentations, together with the symmetrical positions of the
THG's instrumented with MFC's.



As an indication, Figure 9 shows the axial power plots of
an assembly at the beginning, middle and end of cycle, obtained
with the THG on the one hand and the MFC's at a symmetrical
location on the other, in a stabilized condition during flux
mapping.
Figures 10 and 11 this time show the comparison, under dynamic
conditions during grid follow operation, of the local powers
obtained with a THG detector on the one hand and with an MFC
immobile in a fixed position at a symmetrical location on the
other. Depending on the type of transient, the core location...,
the bias between the two measurements may be more or less noisy
and more or less large while remaining acceptable since it lies
within the range ± 2.5 W/cm to +, 5 W/cm in the cases presented
here.

Evaluation of local power histories

Another example is the calculation of local linear power at
any point in the core and particularly in the assemblies
equipped with THG or in assemblies requiring close follow-up.
This calculation can be a true 3D calculation, considering the
overall core parameters - power level, RCCA elevation, ... - or
a generalized synthesis calculation, using up less computing
time.
In the case of the generalized synthesis calculation, besides
the power level, the RCCA elevation, the vessel inler-outlet
temperatures, the primary pressure and the reactor coolant pump
rotational speed, use is made of:

the core average axial power distribution P (z) obtained
via the multi-stage ex-core chamber,

- 2-dimensional power distributions previously calculated
for each RCCA configuration in the core and for two
reactor power levels (an interpolation between ttese two
power levels is then made),
axial corrective terms derived from a small number of
true 3 D calculations previously performed.

It is then possible, for fully acceptable computing costs,
to make a core calculation at the data acquisition rate and to
conduct a large number of studies, comparisons, hypothesis
validations...

As an indication, Figure 12 shows the local linear power of
an individual rod, calculated at 4 axial elevations during a
power transient. Likewise, Figure 13 shows the local linear
power of another rod calculated at 3 axial elevations while the
reactor power is stable. Note how much local power can, even in
these conditions, vary perceptibly because of slight RCCA
motions intended to offset residual, reactivity variations or to
control axial power distribution.



6 - INSTRUMENTATION NECESSARY TO EVALUATE FUEL BEHAVIOUR

The broad round-up contained in this paper has made it
possible to:

state the EDF PWR instrumentation situation. It was
noted that the latter was very simple - even restricted
- and that no fixed in-core instrumentation was used,

- recall the specific features of these reactors,
undergoing intensive grid follow,

- briefly mention a few fuel qualification programs,
- broadly describe the data acquisition and processing

system set up at the CRUAS 2 reactor at the time of an R
and D program, centering on the Gamma thermometer-based
fixed in-core instrumentation, and of the GARANCE
project.

The data base thus constituted is extremely wide-ranging
and enables many studies, including those aiming for more in-
depth knowledge and more thorough evaluation of in-reactor fuel
behaviour.

At the current stage of fuel rod knowledge (cladding, fuel,
materials properties under flux, mechanical, thermal/mechanical,
neutronic... phenomena involved), the problem of evaluating its
behaviour and its in-reactor limits remains an extremely complex
one.

The question of the amount of instrumentation needed to
evaluate margins relative to limits is obviously a central
issue.
Also, by their very nature, none of the phenomena limiting fuel
operation (stresses, fission gas release, local power...) is
accessible through one single measurement. It is each time
necessary to combine these measurements with calculations and
the calculation/measurement mix is another vital issue.

At all events, it must also be kept in mind that:

- underinstrumentation can have a variety of undesirable
consequences:

. loss of margins by a few percent through an increase
in uncertainties,

. loss of margins by about ten percent through the
threshold effect,

. release of activity to the Reactor Coolant System
because of an abnormal phenomenon not "seen" by the
instrumentation,



conversely, overinstrumentation can also be harmful, not
only because of the initial overinvestment involved, but
also due to the operational constraints and productivity
losses it is liable to cause.

The right choice is doubtless not easy to make. However, at
the end of the CRUAS 2 tests and the corresponding studies, EDF
did not deem it necessary to substantially increase the amount
of instrumentation in its PWR's.
In effect, it was acknowledged that the initial priority was to
broaden knowledge of the basic phenomena characterizing the fuel
rod (fluence, stress corrosion cracking...), in order to restore
the related uncertainties to the same level as those relating to
power distribution knowledge, before possibly moving towards
more in-reactor instrumentation.



Functions of the two PWR instrumentation
systems

1 — Reference instrumentation

- verification of core conformance, i .e that i t conforms
with design hypotheses.

- Verification of safety and design cr i ter ia :

. Radial and Total power peaking factor

. Enthalpy rise factor

. Measurement/calculation deviations during flux mapping

- Calibration of operating instrumentation

Detection of any deviations

- Validation of models used in the computer codes.

2 - Operating instrumentation

- Surveillance (alarm generation . . . )

- Limitation (RCCA jamming for example . . . )

- Core protection (reactor t r ip initiation)

- Reactor control (power, DI, P(z) . . . )

- Detection of any deviations (Tilt for example..-.)

- Post-accident operation (use of thermocouples...)

Table I
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OPERATING FLEXIBILITY

IN MODE A AND MODE G

GRID DEMAND

LOAD FOLLOW

SPINNING RESERVE

FREQUENCY CONTROL

Power range (% of
rated power/mn)
Variation rate (%
of rated
power/mn)
Amplitude and
rate of power
increase

Automatic (local)
frequency control
Power ranqe (%)
Load regulation
(remote frequency
control)
Power ranqe
Variation rate

MODE A

Between 30 and
100 %
0.3 %/ron

+ 15 to 20 % at
5 %/mn
Rate of further
power increase
limited by
dilution
± 3 %

± 3 %

1 %/mn

MODE G

Same

Up to 2 %/mn
daily

Return to full
power at 5 %/mn

Same

+ 5 %

Same

Table II
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Data recorded at CRUAS 2 nuclear station
for R and D experiments

Kind of measurement

TIME
Day
Hour
Minute
Second

POWER
. Electric
. Neutronic (ex-core)
. Thermal (Thermohydraulic balance)
. Inlet steam pressure (turbine)

CONTROL ROD BANK POSITION
. R Bank (8 black rods)
. Gl Bank (4 grey rods)
. G2 Bank (8 grey rods)
. Nl Bank (8 black rods)
. N2 Bank (8 black rods)

TEMPERATURES
. Reactor coolant - Average (reference)

- Inlet
- Outlet

" " - Average
. Fuel Assembly Outlet
. Cold reference for Thermocouples

NEUTRON FLUX
. Ex-core chambers (4x2 stages)
. Axial flux (power) difference
. Multi-stage ex-core chamber (1x6 stages)
. Mobile Fission Chamber (in-core)

FIXED INCORE INSTRUMENTATION - 8 RGT STRINGS
. Absolute temperature (1 per string)
. RGT sensors (8 per string)
. Heater cable intensity
. Heater cable voltage

MISCELLANEOUS
. Primary pump speed
. Primary pressure
. RCV flowrate (Boron)

(Water)

1
1
1
1

1
4
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
3
3
3
51
1

8.
4
6
5

8
64
1
1

1
1
1
1

Total 179

Table III



DATA ACQUISITION AND TRANSMISSION
PRINCIPLES

(OVERYIEWj
REACTOR

CONTAINMENT

1 MULTIPLEXING IN THE CONTAINMENT

2 PRE-PROCESSING AND TREATEMENTS

CRUAS 2
REACTOR
STATION

CRUAS
NUCLEAR
STATION

EDF's
RESEARCH

CENTER
(PARIS)

Basic Generation
0.2 Sec.

computer
1

Disk
132 Moct

computer
2

Disk
132 Moct

PARIS
CENTER

Normal Acquisition
> Frequency 1/mn

(179 DATA Ann)

CRAY
IBM

STORAGE

SEPTEN OTHER
STATIONS

EDF RESEARCH CENTER magnetic tapes cassettes

table IV



EDF PWR
GKNKRAL VIEW OFTHE INSTRUMENTATION

THERMOCOUPLES
TOP MOUNTED

EXCORE
CHAMBERS

FLUX MEASUREMENTS BOTTOM MOUNTED

PWR 1300 MWE
MEAN AXIAL POWER SHAPE DETERMINATION

I'WU 900 MWc
AXIAL DKLTAI DETERMINATION

REACTOR
CORE

MEAN AXIAL
POWER SHAPE

1N6PCHNTS
FIRST

AND EXTENDED
IN 31 POINTS

AFTER

REACTOR
CORE

I top

DELTAI

I bottom

0EXCORE CHAMBER^
6 STAGES J 0EXCORE CHAMBER

2 STAGES

=\G$> ( e g (Tg (SJI -[lit

,0 = EXTRAPOLATION MATRIX

C = CONTROL ROD CORRECTION MATRIX

• T = TRANSFERT MATRIX

• S = SENSIBILITY MATRIX

I = CURRENT MATRIX

• AOJUSTEO VIA INCORE-EXCORE CALIBRATION

P(z) =f(t) figure 1 DELTAI =f(t)



PWR900MWe AND BOOM We
REACTOR CORE INSTRUMENTATION PHILOSOPHY

[ permited
V ârea
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OPERATING POINT ON-LINE CALCULATED

900 MWe PHILOSOPHY

(LOCA LIMIT) ( DNBR LIMIT) f T c T LIMIT ")

LOCA
MARGIN

DNBR
MARGIN

PCI
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1300 MWe PHILOSOPHY
FIGURE 2



DIFFERENT OPERATING CONDITIONS OF EDF's PWR

TYPE REACTOR POWER = F (T) USED AT EDF

- BASE LOAD FULL POWER NO

NO
- LOAD FOLLOW

• AUTOMATIC
FREQUENCY
CONTROL - AFC

YES

- LOAD FOLLOW
WITH AFC

<W/1AA A n
YES

• PARTIAL LOAD
OPERATING

FULL POWER

< 92 % NP
YES

- STRETCH-OUT . FULL POWER

60 EFPD
MAX

YES

figure 3
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COMPARISON OF 2 IN-CORE INSTRUMENTATIONS
IN STATIC CONDITIONS
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COMPARISON OF 2 IN-CORE INSTRUMENTATIONS IN DYNAMIC CONDITIONS
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COMPARISON OF 2 IN-CORE INSTRUMENTATIONS IN DYNAMIC CONDITIONS
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CRUAS 2 - CYCLE 2 -1986
LOCAL ROD LINEAR POWER CALCULATED AT 4 AXIAL

ELEVATIONS DURING A POWER TRANSIENT
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LOCAL ROD LINEAR POWER CALCULATED
AT 3 AXIAL ELEVATIONS WHILE REACTOR

POWER REMAINS STABLE
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